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The Editors-in-Chief have retracted this article after concerns were
raised about some of the data reported. Specifically:

● In Fig. 2a, the HT1080 spheroid images appear to have been
published in a previous article with common authors [1],
where they are described differently.

● In Fig. 2b, sh.PIK3R3 panels appear to be the same for both
HT1080 Spheroids and SK-LMS-1 Spheroids.

● In Supplementary Fig. S2, the panel for invasion monolayer
SK-LMS1 in S2a appears to be the same as the panel for
invasion + HT1080 Spheroids in S2d. Further, the panel for
Migration Spheroids DDLS8817 in S2a appears to have been
previously published in a paper with common authors [2], in
which it is described differently.

● In Supplementary Fig. S3b, the panel for HT1080 CD133+;
LY294002 appears to have been previously published in a paper
with common authors [3], where it is described differently.

● In Supplementary Fig. S4, HT1080 and SK-LMS-1 panels appear
to have been previously published in a paper with common
authors [4], where they are described differently.

Additionally, the authors were unable to provide documentary
evidence that they received ethics approval for the animal work
reported in this article. The Editors-in-Chief no longer have
confidence in the reliability of the results and conclusions of this
article.

M. Celeste Simon agrees with this retraction. Sam S. Yoon agrees
with this retraction but disagrees with the retraction wording. The
Publisher was unable to confirm current contact details for

Changhwan Woon. Jun Lu and Sandra W. Ryeom did not respond
to correspondence from the Publisher about this retraction.
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